In today’s office environment, ease of use, simplicity and functionality are key. The KYOCERA KX Driver™ has been long recognized for its ability to deliver on each of these requirements. Now, the redesigned Windows-compatible KX Driver version 7.0, available for all Kyocera MFPs and printers, takes the user experience to an entirely new level, bringing efficiency and time saving capabilities to your printing.

The KX Driver's redesigned User Interface is based on the concept of unification, and the design is implemented across multiple Kyocera products to create a similar, user-friendly experience, regardless of the device in use.

**DRIVING CONTROL THROUGH CENTRALIZED ADMINISTRATIVE OPTIONS**

While the KX Driver 7.0 offers robust productivity and time-saving benefits to users, administrators will also appreciate the ease that this driver brings to security and cost control. For example, Chapter Page Insert enables a user to specify the beginning page of a chapter in a document to ensure that the first page of all chapters is printed on the front side of the paper. Users do not have to manually rearrange the layout of pages in the document to achieve this result, because the printer driver will do it automatically during printing. This is just one example of a time saving and efficiency enhancing feature that has been implemented.

**POWER YOUR NETWORK PRINTING WITH ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY**

The KX Driver 7.0 offers a suite of enhancements that enables you to harness the full capabilities of your Kyocera MFPs and printers:

- E-mail notification informs a selected e-mail address when printing is complete through the Status Monitor
- Security Watermark deters unauthorized copying so you can print secure documents with confidence
- Default print settings on shared drivers allow you to streamline printing functionality
Redesigned User Interface with colored tabs and dialogue boxes with large, easy to view icons.

Easily insert parameters to determine where the first page of a chapter will begin.

OPERATING SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY

- Windows Vista
- Windows 7
- Windows 8
- Windows 8.1
- Windows 10
- Windows 10 Anniversary Update
- Windows Server 2008

For the latest on connectivity visit usa.kyoceradocumentsolutions.com.
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THE BENEFITS OF KYOCERA KX DRIVER 7.0

The KX Driver 7.0 offers all of the features users have come to appreciate in Kyocera’s print drivers, and more!

- Simple User Interface design features color tabs, colored dialog box background, and bolding highlights during icon selection.
- Accelerate the printing process by batching copies together with a convenient cover page for each document set, all within a single print job.
- Blank Page Skip feature helps reduce paper waste.
- Retrieve a job accounting list to monitor device usage.
- Maintain the integrity of a chapter’s first page with the Chapter Page Insert feature.
- Stapling Position feature provides improved usability by enabling selection of corresponding binding edge.
- Users can change their own user name in the shared printer driver for easier logins without changing the default user name set by an administrator.

The ability to prompt for an account code enhances security at the MFP.

Multiple stapling positions that coincide with binding edge selection make finishing a breeze.